AFGHANISTAN: AFTER THE RUSSIANS*
M. Mobin Shorish

The following are different hypotheses developed to generate discussion
rather than making points and statements to evaluate existing tactics
and strategies or be used as policy guidelines.
1.

The Soviets have been able to "Afghanize" the war and have trained
and armed the Parchami-Khalqi troops and created the type of infrastructure
that permits the present 230,000 (Cresent International, May 1-15,
1985, pp. 1, 11) troops to leave the country. A Percham-Khalq coalition,
even if the friction between them ceases to exist, will not be able
to control the country because of their image as Soviet puppets.
So, the fighting will continue.

2.

Zahirshah returns and tries to rally around him the Afghans and
takes over the country and let the Percham-Khalq cadre to move across
the Amu or elsewhere out of Afghanistan.
The war will continue.
Zahirshah's past record as a Kafir and the massacre of the Muslims
in Puli Khishti Mosque (1971) and the fact that now {from what I
have been able to gather from the Mujahidin papers and interviews
with the Afghans) people blame the Musahiban family as well as other
members of the royal families of the Moharrunedzai Clan from Abdurahman
to Daud. All are perceived as being traitors to Afghanistan and/or
Islam.

3.

A broadly based ethnic coalition (agreed upon with some features
of nationalism) may come in existence. A nationalist ideology that
transcends ethnocentricity and regionalism never existed in the
country and it is hard to believe that it will come around soon.
The official Kaubl's policy now mimics a Soviet type nationality
policy where, theoretically, every "nation" can develop fully culturally
(in terms of its lang. lit, etc.) and economically. As the history
of Turkistan to the north shows, it will emphasize the existing
cleavages, and is a sophisticated version of the divide and rule
of the British and Moharrunedzais. The Afghans, most of whom can
communicate with either Dari or Pashto with each other at the present
time, will be forced to find Russian language as the lingua franca.
But this policy has failed in Turkistan and it will fail in Afghanistan
in not having a corrunon denominator which ties all people together.
Kabul can also go back to the other extreme, the failed policies
of Daud and other Mohamrnedzais. The Moharrunedzai rulers liked the
portrayal of the Afghans as Pashtuns, some of whom {not all) are
war like, tribal, and poet-warriors. This is a false portrayal
of people of Afghanistan and it has always been false as Shahrani
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-2and Canfield have shown in their excellent new book Revolutionfand
Rebellionsin Afghanistan (1985).
4.

The Muslims are able to come to power. Suppose the Soviets leave
and they agree to the item four of the U.N. proposal that in the
case of the civil war, which will be inevitable, they will not intervene.
In that case, it will be possible to organize a government based
on Islamic principles and to run the country by a shura composed
of the leadership of the Mujahidin (who in fact have soldiers that
fight rather than have paper organizations). These are the two
Hizbi Islamis, Jamiat, Harakati, Inqilabi Islami, Ra"d and Nairu
and most importantly the great commanders within Afghanistan. Most
people agree that the Mujaddidi, Gailani and Mohammed Nabi at the
present do not have the soldiers or credibility that is needed.
The most recent "understanding" between the six (excluding Sayyaf's
"Ittihad") has been with Pakistan's pressure and we have to wait
and see how long it will last.
If any single one of these groups come to power it has to do
so by defeating all the others.
None could do this alone without
having a rebellion by its own commanders as the experience of Hizbi
Islami (Hikmetyar) has shown.
Power grabbing will be impossible
by any single group u~ss the present ethnic composition of the
Mujahidin and the composition of the leadership (below the Amir)
changes in being more broadly based. This is now occuring in the
Jamiat.
Burhanuddin Rabbani is reputed to have purged many of his
Tajik and Uzbek assistants in favor of Pashto speakers. Any attempt
by an ethnically monolethic party will not be tolerated by a fully
armed population which the Afghans have become. It would be looked
upon as unrepresentative of the people and therefore un-Islamic.
In case, let us say, a Pashtun Mujahidin group wins or any Pashtun
group wins (it will only do so with the support of external forces)
over the non-Pashtuns.
In that case it is possible that the Tajiks,
Uzbeks and other non-Pashtuns would join their cousins to the north
rather than being subjugated by the Pashtuns again.
[Tahir Badakhshi
and his Satamiyan articulated some real grievances against the Pashtuns.]
This sounds odd. But it is also a distinct possibility to have
a divided Afghanistan where somewhere on the spine of the Hindukush
the American and the Soviet sphere of influence will touch each
other, like Korea.
From the point of view of some people in Washington (and other
places in the West such as Moscow) this is a better solution than
a) no solution and b) having an Islamacized Afghanistan that declares
itself independent from both the capitalist and socialist camps.
This may lead to the development of a well armed Pashtunistan and
cannot be looked upon as a good omen for the stability of Pakistan.
Also the non-Pasht~n Muslims joining their Turkistani brethern
will not suit the Soviets well.
They increase the demographic factors
of the Muslims in the USSR and the Soviet Army. The annexation
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anxiety about the Muslim "hbrde" to seek a final solution to its
Muslim problem by some draconian measure such as trainloads of people
to Siberia.
Only a revolutionary Islamic Afghanistan seems to be the best
alternative for all concerned in the long run. Great changes seem
to have taken place in the attitudes of the people (partly because
of the War) and they have become Islamicised to some degree.
They
perceive the Soviets and their puppets as un-Islamic bent on the
destruction of their tradition and heritage, similar to the Soviet's
attempts to "russify" Turkistan. Official Mujahidin publications
articulate this Islamic view and teases out the un-Islamic contents
of 'Urf and 'adat (customs) such as some aspects of Pashtunwali
(like badal, blood feud) as bench marks of Afghan character and
behavior. The school textbooks and five times daily prayers inculcate
Islamic ideals in people of Afghanistan.
The juxtaposition of the
textbooks of Mujahidin children and those by the Daud government
show how systematically Islam is inculcated and how clumsily did
the Mohammadzais texts and other officals pronouncement taught nationalism
(pashtunism) and how inappropriate to the cultural scene of Afghanistan
is the puppets' parroting of Marxism-Leninism to the Afghan children.
Only Islam seems to offer a common denominator in tying all Afghans
together.
Islam has the potential to transcend, in most instances
of conflict and confrontations, ethnic and tribal customs.
It is
already being used in the form of Sha.ri'ah to establish law and
order in the liberated areas. Similarly, the new power relationship
in the liberated areas of Afghanistan is based on Islamic jurispurdence
rather than the old elders' council or the arbabs and maliks.
In short1 when the Russians leave, an Islamic Afghanistan will
come into existence which will be different in some aspects from
Iran, the Islam of the time of the ~ophet and that which existed
before the coup of April, 1978. It will be heralding a different
mode of development in which equity and efficiency are highly valuable
goals that can be achieved concomitantly by a fully participat441}
population purged of their ethnocentricism and chauvinism.
In the
absence of Islamization [which provides the "Islamic restraint"]
the instability will continue with troublesome results for the Afghans
and their neighbors.

